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Introduction

2

Site Description

1.1

The Parish Council have submitted their concerns relating to vehicles speeding on Manor Road,
Stocken Hall Road and Clipsham Road through Stretton.

2.1

Stretton is a small village situated just east of the A1. Stretton and approximately 9 miles to the north
east of Oakham, 10 miles north of Stamford and 15 miles to the east of Melton Mowbray.

2.2

Stretton, as a village, consists of a small number of roads:
-

Spinney Lane is a private no-thru road accessed to and from the A1 southbound slip road.

-

Rookery Lane is an adopted road which links the A1 southbound slip road to the center of Stretton
village. This road is subject to a 7.5T weight restriction

-

Manor Road is the main link road through the village serving residential properties in, Church Lane,
Walnut Close and the Jackson Stops Inn. The Jackson Stops Inn is a family run pub which offers formal
dining and causal lunches. Most visitors to the Jackson Stops Inn tend to travel by vehicle.

-

Clipsham Road is the main road which bypasses Stretton village. There are only 2 properties which
front onto this road. The other properties in the village are accessed from Walnut Close or Manor
Road, and are set well back from the highway boundary. Clipsham Road is used to access the village,
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Stocken Hall Road and Stretton Lakes. It also serves as the main road for accessing the A1 from the
east and is regularly used by Clipsham Quarry Lorries transporting material.
2.3

Stocken Hall Road serves HMP Stocken together with resident on Hesketh Court, Fleetwood Court,
Wilson Court and Stowe Court.
The Parish Council expressed concerns specifically to traffic speed relating to Clipsham Road, Stocken
Hall Road and Manor Road. See section 5 for the detailed assessment of these 3 sites.
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3

Accident Data and Analysis

3.1

In the last 10 years there have been 4 recorded accidents around the village of Stretton.







Accident 201001465 – V1 travelling west on private drive failed to give way turned right travelling
north, in front of V2 (Bus) travelling south on A1 service Road. V2 collides with offside of V1.
Accident 201150292 – unknown V9 was travelling in lane 1 and changed lane right and slowed down
to avoid roadwork cones in lane 1. V2 to V8 travelling lane 2 all slow and collide with unknown
sequence.
Accident 201501151 – V1 traveled on slip road collided with kerb loses control and leaves
carriageway off side and collides with a road sign
Accident 201800992 – V1 travelling west crossed center line and collided with V2 (Tractor)
travelling east.
Accident 201001465, 201150292, 201501151 all occurred on part of the A1 network. The slip roads
are managed and maintained by Highways England. Accident 201800992 occurred on part of RCC
adopted highway, however this accident occurred due to drive error rather than the road
layout/speeding.
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4

4.1

Speed Survey

A speed survey was carried out on Clipsham Road just outside of the 30mph limit between 24/3/2016
and 1/4/2016. The approaching traffic was those vehicles entering the village from Clipsham.

Average Speed (33mph)
Bidirectional Approaching Receding
24/03/2016
36
34
37
25/03/2016
34
35
34
26/03/2016
33
34
31
27/03/2016
34
34
33
28/03/2016
25
34
23
29/03/2016
32
35
30
30/03/2016
35
35
35
31/03/2016
35
35
34
01/04/2016
35
35
34
85th percentile (41mph)
Bidirectional Approaching Receding
24/03/2016
44
41
47
25/03/2016
42
42
44
26/03/2016
40
40
40
27/03/2016
41
41
41
28/03/2016
36
40
29
29/03/2016
41
40
42
30/03/2016
42
41
43
31/03/2016
42
42
42
01/04/2016
42
42
42
4.2

A speed survey was carried out on Clipsham Road just west of Manor Road, within the 30mph limit.
The survey was carried out between 9/7/2019 and 18/7/2019. The approaching traffic is those
vehicles travelling from the A1 roundabout towards Clipsham

Average Speed (36mph)
Bidirectional Approaching Receding
09/07/2019
35
33
36
10/07/2019
36
35
37
11/07/2019
35
35
36
12/07/2019
35
35
36
13/07/2019
35
33
37
14/07/2019
35
33
36
15/07/2019
36
35
36
16/07/2019
36
35
37
17/07/2019
36
35
37
18/07/2019
37
37
37
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Bidirectional (42mph)
Bidirectional Approaching Receding
09/07/2019
42
42
42
10/07/2019
42
42
42
11/07/2019
42
42
42
12/07/2019
42
42
42
13/07/2019
42
42
42
14/07/2019
42
42
43
15/07/2019
42
42
42
16/07/2019
42
43
42
17/07/2019
42
42
42
18/07/2019
42
42
43
4.3
The survey demonstrates that vehicles at this location do not comply with the 30mph speed limit and
travel in excess of the tolerance allowed by the Association of Chief Police Officers (ACPO) guidance.
4.4

A speed survey was carried out on Stocken Hall Road between 9/7/2019 and 18/7/2019.

Average
Speed
(30mph)
09/07/2019
10/07/2019
11/07/2019
12/07/2019
13/07/2019
14/07/2019
15/07/2019
16/07/2019
17/07/2019
18/07/2019

31
31
29
29
32
31
32
31
32
26

85th
Percentile
(37mph)
37
38
35
35
38
38
39
38
39
32

4.5

The average speed of vehicle on this section of road comply with the speed limit, however the 85 th
percentile of vehicles is in excess of the speed limit and above the ACPO guidance.

4.6

A speed survey was carried out on Manor Road, 120m east of the junction with Clipsham Road,
between 9/7/2019 and 10/7/2019. The approaching traffic is those travelling into the village travelling
west to east.

Average Speed (15mph)
Bidirectional Approaching Receding
09/07/2019
15
14
15
10/07/2019
15
14
17
Bidirectional (24mph)
Bidirectional Approaching Receding
09/07/2019
22
21
24
10/07/2019
25
23
26
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5

Assessment of Sites

Clipsham Road

5.1

Clipsham Road through Stretton, speed limit was reduce to 30mph in 2002.

5.2

The speed survey has highlighted that vehicles are not complying with the speed limit and the vehicle
speed exceeds the acceptable tolerance as specified in the ACPO Speed Enforcement Policy Guidelines
2011-20151.

5.3

The speed limit of 30mph on this section of road, no longer complies with the new guidance published
by the Department for Transport (DfT Circular 01/2013)2. The DfT Circular states that 30mph limits
should be used on built up areas where there is development on both sides of the road. The dwellings
adjacent to Clipsham Road are set well back from the edge of the highway, with wide verges and high
hedges between the carriageway and the dwellings. There are only 2 properties with e direct access
onto Clipsham Road, the other properties use internal roads through the village.

5.4

The road layout and street scene within the village does not alter from open country side and
therefore drivers may think they are still within a rural setting. It could be argued that this road is
more suitable for a 40mph limit. The DfT Circular states that “roads suitable for 40mph are generally
higher-quality suburban roads or those on outskirts of urban areas where there is little development”.

5.5

The DfT Circular states that if the speed limit is set too low for no clear reason where the risk of
collision is low, then it may be appropriate to increase the speed limit. Additionally all speed limits
should be self-enforcing. The speed survey at this location has highlighted that there is a high level of
non-complaint drivers. This could be because the limit is set too low for the surroundings and
therefore does not encourage drivers to slow down. However at present it is not proposed to increase
the speed limit to 40mph.

1
2

ACPO Speed Enforcement Policy Guidelines 2011-2015: Joining Forces for Safer Roads.
DFT Circular 01/2013 Setting Local Speed Limits
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5.6

Traffic calming measures are installed at sites to help reduce vehicle speeds. Due to the existing road
layout and limited forward visibility around the bends and the fact the road is frequently use by lorries
accessing Clipsham Quarry, it is not proposed to install any vertical or horizontal traffic calming
measures within the carriageway.

5.7

Clipsham Road would benefit from an improved gateway feature, making drivers altered to the fact
they are entering a village. This would involve improving the signage, the installation of white
lines/High Friction Surfacing and gateways. It is proposed that the two approaches to Stretton along
Clipsham Road will have slightly altered gateway designs because of the difference in extent of
adopted highway.
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Stocken Hall Road

5.8

Stocken Hall Road between Clipsham Road and Stowe Court is the subject fo a 40mph speed limit.
From Stowe Court to HMP Stocken the speed limit reduces to 30mph. The speed limits have been
appropriate set, as the 40mph limit is within open country side with a footpath along one side of the
carriageway, and the 30mph limit is within the buildup area/adjacent to the first property on Stowe
Court.

5.9

Stocken Hall Road is only used to access residential dwellings or HMP Stocken.

5.10

HMP Stocken currently has 843 inmates, however in 2011 the capacity rose to 1056 inmates. There
are 300 staff (full time equivalent). Work is undertaken on a varied 16 week shift basis. The shifts are:
- 07:30 until 13:30
- 08:00 until 17:30
- 08:00 until 21:00
- 13:00 until 21:00
- 21:00 until 08:00

5.11

The visiting times for family to visit inmates are Wednesday and Friday between 13:45 and 15:45, and
Saturday and Sunday between 9:15 and 11:45, and 13:45 and 15:45. All visitors need to be prebooked with HM Prison Services. The maximum number of seats in the visitor area is 30 per visiting
period. This equates to a maximum of 180 visitors per week.

5.12

The shift patterns and limited restricted visiting hours can lead to peak vehicle movements along
Stocken Hall Road.

5.13

A speed survey was undertaken within the 30mph limit between 9/7/2019 and 18/7/2019. The speed
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survey demonstrated that the average speed of vehicles was 30mph, which is complaint to the speed
limit. However the 85th percentile is in excess of 30mph and above the tolerance allowed by the ACPO
guidance.
5.14
The 30mph limit has been positioned 85m south of Stowe Court, and this is the most
appropriate location for a speed limit change, however as the houses are set far back from the edge of
the highway there is no evidential change in the street scene between the 40mph and 30mph limit.
The dwellings along Stocken Hall Road are segregated from the carriageway by wide grass verges and
clusters of trees.
5.15

The Stocken Hall Road entrance to the 30mph limit includes signage and a large speed indicator
device (SID)

5.16

Additional traffic calming features such as gates could be installed at this location, to provide a change
in street scene from the open country side to a more urban setting and give the illusion of road
narrowing.
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Manor Road

5.17

Manor Road is subject to a 30mph limit.

5.18

A speed survey was carried out on this road between 9/7/2019 and 10/7/2019 and was for a shorter
period than the other two surveys however it still gives a good representation of traffic speeds on this
section of carriageway.

5.19

The speed survey demonstrates that the average speed is 15mph and the 85th percentile of 24mph.
This shows that nearly all drivers are complying with the speed limit. This road would be suitable for a
20mph speed limit and these are most appropriate for roads where average speeds are already below
24mph. The existing layout and use of the road must also give the clear impression that a 20mph
speed or below is the most appropriate speed to drive at.

5.20

Manor Lane benefits from existing traffic calming measures including a road narrowing, bends with
limited visibility and residents parking on the highway creating informal chicanes.

5.21

The speed limit on the road could be reduce to a 20mph limit, however this will not be recommended
as vehicle speeds are already below 30mph and the 20mph limit will require unnecessary signage
cluttering the highway.
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6

Recommendation

Clipsham Road – approach from A1
6.1
The 30mph is situation on the junction of the Clipsham Road and the roundabout. There are
numerous signs at this location, including a 7.5t weight restriction and the roundabout directional
signs. The amount of signs causes the roundabout to be cluttered which could be confusing to drivers.
6.2

The 30mph TRO could be extended a further 30m away from the roundabout. Relocating the 30mph
signs would give drivers more time to see the signs and slow down as they approach the 30mph limit.
Additionally the road narrows at this location, which could be emphasised by the installation of
gateway features including a combined 30mph roundel and village name plate. This will break up the
rural natural of the road to look more urban.
6.3
It is also recommended that red high friction surfacing is installed, plus 30mph roundels and dragon
teeth on the carriageway.
Costs Approximately £6k
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Clipsham Road – from Clipsham
6.4
This section of road does not benefit from wide verges like the approach to Stretton from the A1. It is
therefore recommended that red high friction surfacing with a 30mph roundel and dragon teeth is
installed. This scheme development includes for the installation of a gateway feature which fits within
the highway boundary.
Costs Approximately £3k

Stocken Hall Road – improved gateway
6.5
Similarly to Clipsham Road, it is proposed to install gates adjacent to the carriageway to give the
illusion of road narrowing. This will help to emphasise the urban setting of the road.
Cost Approximately £2k
Total Cost of Schemes £11k
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